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1. INTRODUCTION

Important structures such as bridges, nuclear
containment buildings and dams, etc. must be ensured
free-failure operation over the course of their lifetime.
Thus, their operation status must be measured, reported,
and evaluated over time by an independent system called
a Structure Health Monitoring (SHM) system.

The system involves a set of sensors deployed in the
structures to monitor their operation status. A Fiber Bragg
Grating (FBG) sensor is a type of optical sensor which is
often used in structural health monitoring. FBG sensors
have many advantages such as light weight, electromagnetic
immunity, resistance to harsh environments and easy
multiplexing [1][2]. The only drawback of applications
based on FBG sensors is high cost because of the expense
of the associated interrogation system. Recently, the price
of such systems has been reduced by new research [3]. 

One essential requirement of the SHM system is to
acquire all sensor values in real-time and remotely. On
this front, there have been some systems developed for

real-time monitoring of machines, patient health, and
building structures, etc [4][5][6]. One recent study
reporteda newly developed system by P.J. Bock which
can acquire data from t remote locations in real-time [7].

In this paper, we present a real-time remote data
acquisition system for a Nuclear Power Plant (NPP). The
system uses FBG sensors to measure pressure on the
shield of the NPP by sensing strain on the shield. The
system can process up to 40 FBG sensors. The strain
values from the sensors are collected in real-time and
stored on a server which is located at the NPP site. This
server provides sensor data to clients over the Internet.
Clients can thus acquire sensor values remotely and in
real-time.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we present the overall system structure and
its components. In Section III, we discuss data
communication between the server and clients over the
Internet. In Section IV, a prototype system is described
and its results are presented. The last section is the
conclusion.

2. SYSTEM STRUCTURE

The overall system structure is shown in Fig. 1 . The
first component of the system is a set of sensors. The
sensors used in the system are FBG sensors. FBG sensors
sense strain changing on the shield of the NPP. The second
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component of the system is an optical interrogator. The
interrogator receives optical signals from sensors and
transforms them to the corresponding strain on the sensors.
The strain values are transferred to the third component,
a server, which connects directly with the interrogator.
Clients can connect with the server over the Internet.
Using the connection with the server, clients can access
sensor values in real-time over the Internet.

The rest of this section will describe the components
of the system in more detail.

2.1 FBG Sensors
An FBG sensor is a type of optical sensor. FBG

sensors reflect a component of transmitted light and
transmitted all other optical sensors. The wavelength of
the reflex light is determined by the structure of the FBG
sensor, the strain applied, and the temperature around the
FBG sensors. Hence, an FBG sensor can sense changes
in temperature and strain directly. 

An FBG sensor is calibrated before use. At the normal
temperature and without strain, the wavelength of the reflex
light is determined by the structure of the FBG sensor
itself [2]. The wavelength is determined by Equation (1) :

where λr is the wavelength of the reflex light, n is the
effective index of the core of the fiber, and Γ is the grating
pitch.

From the calibrated value, strain applied to the FBG
sensor can be sensed by changes in the wavelength of the
reflex light. When strain is applied to the sensor, the changes
to the wavelength of the reflex light are determined by
Equation (2):

where ∂ε is the amount of strain change, ∂λ ris the
amount of wavelength shift of the reflex light, and λ r is
the wavelength of the reflex light of the FBG sensor
under conditions of zero strain.

2.2 Optical Interrogator
The optical interrogator provides light for the FBG

sensors, receives reflex light from the FBG sensors,
calculates the wavelength shift, and transfers wavelength
information to a PC. The internal structure of the
interrogation system is shown in Fig. 2 .

The light source provides light for the sensors. An
optical switch distributes light equally from the light
source to four optical connectors. Optical fibers including
FBG sensors connect with the interrogation system by
optical connectors. Reflex light from the FBG sensors
propagates back to the connectors, and then goes to the
optical switch. The optical switch and coupler route
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Fig. 1. Overall Structure of the Remote Acquisition System Fig. 2. Internal Structure of the Optical Interrogator

(1)

(2)
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reflex light to the noise filter. The noise filter removes
noise and then the diffraction filter determines the
wavelength of the reflex lights. Using the wavelength
information, the wavelength shift or strain can be
calculated. Wavelength information is transferred to a
server via the Universal Serial Bus (USB) protocol.

The interrogator supports 4 (four) optical connectors
or channels. The diffraction filter can detect 10 different
wavelengths for each channel as long as the reflex
wavelengths of the FBG sensors do not overlap.
Consequently, the interrogator can support up to 40 FBG
sensors.

2.3 Server
The server communicates with the interrogator over

USB protocol, collects sensor data, displays data, stores
sensor data, and sends data to clients. The server functions
are implemented in Labview.

After collecting the data from the interrogation system,
the values of the FBG sensors can be monitored at the
server. The server program supports four different views

to display sensor values, as shown in Fig. 3 . In this case,
the data transmission is made by a data acquisition system,
at approximately 3 Gbps, and each channel speed is also
2.54 MHz. 

The ‘Dynamic’ view on the server program draws the
strain values of an FBG sensor in time. The ‘Fourier’
analysis view displays the Fourier analysis of a reflex
light [8]. The ‘Strain’ view displays the reflex wavelength
and current strain of all FBG sensors. The ‘Wavelength’
view displays the reflex wavelengths of all FBG sensors
[9]. The particular FBG sensor displayed in the ‘Dynamic’
view or ‘Fourier’ analysis view can be specified by the user. 

The data is also stored at the server every three hours
for later access as well as for analysis of the long-time
operation of the structure. When clients request sensor
data, the data is transmitted to clients over the Internet by
using TCP/IP protocol. 

2.4 Client
‘Client’ is a program with a graphical user interface

(GUI) that is easy to install on a computer running the

Fig. 3. Different Views of FBG Sensor Values at Server: (a) Dynamic View (b) Fourier Analysis View (c) Strain VIew,
and (d) Wavelength View



Windows operating system. Client can connect to the
server over the Internet, can receive real-time data on
monitored factors such as strength, can display the data
in two forms, tabular form and graph, and can alarm the
user when there is an abnormal condition in the monitored
values. It is noted that Labview, a software design tool, is
a functional tool for implementation of both the Server
and the Client.

3. DATA COMMUNICATION

3.1 Communication Diagram
With a monitoring system, the correctness of sensor

values must be guaranteed. Two protocols for transferring
data over the Internet are the user datagram protocol
(UDP) and the transmission control protocol (TCP). UDP
transfers data unreliably, whereas TCP transfers data in a
reliable manner [10]. Therefore, we use TCP for data
communication in our system.

A data communication diagram for the proposed
system is shown in Fig. 4 . There are three entities involved
in the communication system: the interrogator, server,
and clients.

Firstly, the interrogator establishes connections with
the server by sending a ‘Request’ message. If the server
accepts the connection, it will confirm by sending an
‘Accept’ message to the interrogator. Thereafter, the
interrogation system collects data from all channels and
sends it to the server periodically, i.e., at one second
intervals. To terminate the connection, the interrogation
system sends a ‘Termination’ message. 

Secondly, each Client program being used to monitor
sensor values in real-time must establish a connection
with the server. Similarly to the interrogation system,
each Client sends a ‘Request’ message and receives an
‘Accept’ message if the server accepts the connection.
The server will deny the connection if the identify process
does not recognize the client.

After the connection between a Client and the server
is established, the server broadcasts data to the Client
whenever it receives data from the interrogator. When
the interrogator terminates the connection with the
server, the server sends a ‘Termination’ message to any
Clients.

3.2 Message Format
For communication, two message formats are used:

command message and data message format. 
The command message format is used to establish

and terminate connections. The data message format is
used to transfer sensor values between components. The
command and data message formats are shown in Fig. 5 . 

Because communication messages are short, message
synchronization can be accomplished easily using the

two synchronization symbols STX and ETX. The
meanings of fields in the structure are listed below.

· STX : signals the beginning of a message
· Identifier : identifies the component sending a message

(e.g. the interrogation system, server or
particular client)

· Command : specifies the type of message (e.g. a
command request, an accept message, or a
termination message)

· Channel : for a data message, this field specifies the
channel

· Data : the values from sensors
· ETX : signals the end of a message
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Fig. 5. Message Formats: (a) Command Message, 
and (b) Data Message

Fig. 4. Data Communication Diagram



4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We tested the system in laboratory conditions. An
illustration of the testing structure is shown in Fig. 6 .
The structure is an aluminum beam fixed on a wooden
support. The beam is 700 mm in length and 60 mm in
width. The curvature of the aluminum beam can be changed
by changing the position at which it is fixed. This makes
the strain change and simulates the change of strain in a
bridge under real conditions. Four (4) FBG sensors are
deployed along the beam. The position of the FBG sensor
is shown in Fig. 7 .

As discussed above, the interrogation system measures
sensor values and transfers them to the server, and then
the server broadcasts them to Clients. Fig. 8 is a screen
capture of a Client monitoring the real-time value of
FBG sensors. The values of the sensors are presented in
the tabular form at the bottom of the window. The values
over time are drawn above the tabular form. We applied
a load at 40 sec and 70 sec and released the load at 95 sec.
Changes in the sensor values correspond with changes in
the load, as shown in the figure.

The values displayed on the client side are exactly
the values on the server. This means the sensor values are
correctly acquired remotely in real-time.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have described a real-time remote
data acquisition system that can be used to gather FBG
sensor values for NPPs. The acquisition system uses
TCP/IP protocol to deliver data over the Internet. The
system supports up to 40 FBG sensors and it can be
easily extended by adding interrogation systems. The
system has been tested in laboratory conditions. The
results prove that this system is suitable for monitoring
FBG sensor values in real applications.
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